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Reviewer's report:

Although it is well known now the recombination events in influenza viruses are rare, this study still contribute to the knowledge on the co-evolution of human and avian influenza virus. I think it is interesting and worthy for publication after revisions.

I have the following concerns for the authors to consider:

Major Compulsory Revisions

1, lines 79-80: if possible, please provide a table or appendix to summarize the specimen ID for the human and bird sources for the N1 and N2 genes. Such a summary table could well fit your title "published sequences...".

2, I would suggest the authors to cite some relevant papers on the homogeneous recombination of influenza viruses in the introduction and discussion sections, because I think they represented some of the previous advances that the authors missed:


3, More importantly, I would strongly suggest the authors to provide a table or a density plot to summarize the reports on the p-values from the RDP analysis among the sequences they used.

Also, some more descriptions on these results should be provided in the results
and discussion sections of the main text. These results provided strong supports on your argument that there was no evidence of transfer of OC-resistant mutations from avian virus to human virus. I think these results were the center of your study, but not fully presented. 4, if possible, the phylogenetic trees may be better by providing bootstrapping support values on the internal nodes, although the number of sequences used in the study is too large. Well-supported trees are important in doing the detection of homologenous recombination events.
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